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Custom Source
Woodworking
A Business Philosophy
to Build Partners,
Not Employees

Vote like your
community
depends on it
A Guide to the Local
Elections, Resolutions &
Initiatives That Affect You
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Revel Lacey, Martin Way Senior Living. Photo courtesy of Custom Source Woodworking.

Building Partners, Not Employees
Custom Source Woodworking explains the pillars of its business philosophy.
By Christina Butcher

I

magine standing inside a 37,500 square-foot warehouse across from Olympia
Regional Airport. Sawdust covers the work floor under your feet, muffling the sound
of your footsteps as you walk past heavy machinery and wood stacked floor-to-ceiling.
You pass a pallet of marble as you walk from one end of the work floor to the other,
past woodworkers and engineers huddled over carefully-laid, custom furniture plans.
Chances are, you’re standing in the middle of Custom Source Woodworking in Olympia.
Custom Source Woodworking has been in

can be more profitable as an industry if

understanding of the company, it

business in the South Sound since 2007,

we manage things properly. I also want

remains one of the pillars of his business

and with over a decade of first-hand

to be the best business woodworkers can

philosophy.

experience – including crushing mishaps

work at. I want to share the wealth with

and notable achievements alike - it’s

our employees and have them feel the

“One of the main things I wanted to do at

finally ready to make its mark on the

benefits.”

CSW was treat my employees differently –

woodwork industry.

better – than how typical (woodworking)
Wadsworth has been championing for

shops treated them,” said Wadsworth.

“I want to show people how things can

increased pay for woodworkers since

“We (woodworkers) were always treated

be done,” said Joe Wadsworth, majority

he started Custom Source Woodworking

like we were replaceable, and companies

owner and chief executive officer (CEO)

in June 2007. Along with increasing

in this industry can’t pay livable wages

at Custom Source Woodworking. “We

efficiency and a strong financial

because profits are so low. I knew things
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could be done a lot better.”
So, Wadsworth threw caution to the
wind and started CSW in nearby Lacey,
Washington state. He hired a single
employee and secured a 10,000 squarefoot warehouse to get the business on its
feet. “I saw a niche in the market and I
thought, ‘I can do that,’” said Wadsworth.
“I knew that even if things didn’t work, I
could rebuild. I wasn’t afraid to start the
business.”
Initially, CSW specialized in custombuilt cabinets, reception desks and
work stations, before adding a finishing
department in 2011 and millwork
department in 2012. The business moved
to its current location in Olympia in 2009.
There, Wadsworth continues his efforts
to treat employees as partners. He
implements monthly meetings in which
all employees (43 in total) gather to go

“I want to show people how things can be done,” said Joe Wadsworth, majority owner
and chief executive officer (CEO) at Custom Source Woodworking. “We can be more
profitable as an industry if we manage things properly. I also want to be the best
business woodworkers can work at. I want to share the wealth with our employees
and have them feel the benefits.” Photo by Natasha Ashenhurst.

over the state of the business, financial
statements and project management. “I

on New Year’s Day (2016) and told myself

to increase CSW’s efficiency by 33%. “I

wanted to invite workers to be partners in

I had to figure out what was going on … I

learned a lot about our financials, cash

our company,” Wadsworth said. “I wanted

had to find out why our company was not

management, and how to properly run a

to find a way to get them interested in

profitable.”

business. It made a big change in our cash

business. But, it wasn’t until two years

flow,” said Wadsworth.

ago that I really made a big step toward

Wadsworth forced himself to leave

that. We started doing “open book

the work floor that winter to focus on

“A lot of small businesses make the

management, teaching employees how to

CSW’s finances full-time. “I found out

mistake of outsourcing their financials.

read our financial statements.”

we were a ship with a thousand holes,”

They only want to do what they’re good at

he explained. “We’d suffered through

… but understanding your financials is the

At the end of each meeting, the floor

every kind of financial mishap we could

most important aspect of your business.”

is opened to employees to share ideas.

– mismanagement, theft, debt – it was a

“This helps us zero in on unnecessary

financial mess.”

CSW’s five co-owners, Belen Carrillo, Steve

expenses,” Wadsworth said. “We focus on
eliminating unnecessary variables.”

Glabe, John Fetters, Louis Velasquez and
Around the same time, CSW was hit with

Wadsworth, are also intent on increasing

Ransomware, crippling the company for

sales by 10% each year. The company’s

In the same vein, Wadsworth hopes to

three days until its owners agreed to pay

long-term goals include expansion into

implement profit sharing for employees

a bitcoin ransom. “It shut us down – no

other industries parallel to woodworking,

within the next six months. His insistence

one could work, including our engineers,

including metal and upholstery shops.

on financial readiness – both for the

administrators, everyone. It was terrible.

company and for his employees - comes

Since then, we’ve been working on

“But, once I can hand profit sharing

after a long string of financial crises.

strengthening our IT security.”

checks to my employee, I’ll consider this
business a success. Then, we can build

“The first two years in business, I worked

Wadsworth also decided to take a “Profit

other benefits into the company while

every day,” said Wadsworth. “We were

Mastery” financial education course with

growing our reputation as a great place to

doubling in size every year in sales, but

Small Business Administration (SBA).

work.”

we weren’t making any money. I woke up

After completing the course, he was able
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